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Shadow Play was a brief where we had to create a pendant lamp using shadows to create 
an unusual style. I decided to use my knowledge of BeeKeeping to create a honeycombe 

style lamp.

Shadow Play



Street furniture

Street furniture was a brief to test our sketching skills. We had to create a range of street furniture including street lights, benches, bus Stops, 
bike racks, bins and many more. With this brief, I decided to also look at sustainability and so each of my designs incorporated something to 
make them more renewable and greener. For example the Street lights were solar powered and had EV (electric Vehicle) charge points built 

into them while the bus shelter has a solar roof and phone charging built into it.



Model Making

Ergonomics Pay & Display

The ergonomics project involved de-
signing a Pay & Display machine. We 
had to re-imagine how people use a 

Pay & Display machine by incorporat-
ing more ergonomic designs. I decided 

to look at accessibility for different 
heights. I designed a movable inter-

face that allowed the user to adjust the 
height of the machines interface mak-

ing it accessable for disabled people. 
The machine also had solar panels on 

the back to power it and a lit canopy to 
provide shelter when the user is taking 

their ticket from the machine.
These are a couple of my workshop 
projects. The one above is looking at 

hierarchy in chess pieces, the pieces are 
made of foam that has been coated in 

emulsion. The plug is a 1:1 replica of a UK 
power plug and is plugged into a socket 

as proof that it fits.



Detailing

The Detailing brief was to encourage 
creativity. We had to create products 
from scribbles and add details such as 

split lines, buttons, vents e.t.c.



DFI Year 2 Headphones



This was a group project, we had to come up with an idea for a pair of headphone to fill a certain market. My group decided to look at headphones for children from the ages of 9-13 with certain dis-
abilities such as Autism, ADHD, Dyslexia and many more. We came up with a pair of headphones that did not stick out in a crowd and allowed the user to express themselves with customisable side-

plates. I did the CAD and a couple of sketches as well as helping to come up with a lot of the ideas. I also worked out the business model and how all the electronics worked.



DFI Year 2 Money Management

For the money management project, we had to come up with a way of saving 
people money through a service. I designed an app that had all the proven 

and tested ways of saving money. It links to your bank account and uses AI to 
find you ways of saving money such as shopping in a different supermarket 
or changing phone contracts. I also designed a companion wallet that stores 
loyalty cards on it and can be operated with one click for immediate sign up 

to the loyalty service. The wallet stores the card to reduce plastic.



Non Literal Design

This is part of the Non-Literal Design brief. With this brief, 
we had to focus on non-literal designs and how they could 

be mass-produced. With this in mind, we had to look at split 
lines, joints and how our designs could be mass produced. We 

then had to recreate it as a foam model.



DFI Year 2 BHive

The BHive project was part of interaction design where we had to design an interactive product that communicated 
information. I designed the BHive to interface with a device in a real Bee Hive and conveyed hive status at a glance to a 

BeeKeeper through a simple, interactive interface through the binary movements of the hexagons.



The Final Idea: 
Texture-reading glove 

This can be used to encourage people not to use their mobile de-
vices as much. These gloves are programmed to read the textures 
and then another wearer can use the gloves and replay the tex-

ture and feel that the original wearer felt.

Tactile interfaces
The gloves are capable of recreating the feeling of textures by 
using electro stimulation. This is made up of thousands of tiny 
electrodes that stimulate the nerves in the hands with varying 

frequencies and intensities of electricity. 

The gloves are capable of reading textures by using infrared cam-
eras, fine depth-sensing lasers and a depth-sensing camera. All 

these using AI are capable of reading textures and recording a 3d 
image file of what the user touches. 

Brief from:

Using Mobile Devices Less
For this brief, we were asked to design a way to get people to use 
their mobile devices less and interact more with their surround-

ings. I came up with some gloves that record what you feel in 
nature and then can recreate it for later experiencing (like a pho-

tograph that you can feel the textures).
Electrobe

Wiring

Controls
Scanners

Pressure Pads

Scan
Replay



GCSE TV Table

The TV Table was designed to be simple and yet sturdy. The square ends are designed 
to hold most used DVD’s or some speakers and the middle is designed for consoles and 

streaming boxes.



Final ProductAS-Level Speaker

In Association With:

This project was sponsored by 
my local Bang & Olufsen store 
who supplied components to 
construct the speakers as well 
as arranging for me to consult 

with a professional designer 
from Denmark. These speakers 

are designed to be homage 
to one of B&O’s most popular 
speakers, the BeoLab 6000’s.



The Desk was designed for designers. After seeing a documentary about a design 
group, I saw that the working conditions for creativity where lacking and this was 

mainly due to the technology taking up too much space on the desk. I designed a 
desk that kept all this out the way. 

A2-Level Desk



Personal Projects These are 1 hour CAD projects where I design something from scratch to better my CAD skills.

Electric Vehicle Rapid Charger TV’sVarious Speakers Solar Street Light Computers



Game DesignWeb Design Graphic Design

Other Design Skills



Modeling ideasPencil pot holder

Lightsaber Star Wars Ships

Personal 3D Printing & Workshop Projects



My name is Nick Coray. 
I’m an industrial designer currently studying Design For 

Industry (DFI) at Northumbria University.
Interests include Technology (computers, HiFi etc..) and 

green mobility (EV’s, Hyperloop etc..).

Contact:
Info@nickcoray.com

Web:
www.nickcoray.com

Linked In:
www.linkedin.com/in/nick-coray/

Instagram:
@NCorayDesign
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